


ABOUT ARCHSLATE
Archslate is an AI workforce innovation platform for the Architecture, Engineering

and Construction (AEC) industry. As the world’s first go-to talent marketplace that

connects companies and job seekers through a 1-click application, Archslate aims to

help a talent pool of 40 million people to work on the right projects for them through

its AI-based hybrid system. The comprehensive portal was built by architects to help

AEC firms connect with today’s top talent.

INTRODUCTION

Archslate Portfolio Awards is a challenge for creative minds to boost start their

journey and reach world-class firms by grabbing the best internship/job

opportunities. We aspire to revolutionize the traditional way of job seeking and build

a platform for our global Architecture community of students, architects, designers,

and young professionals from related fields to ease the hiring process. The Challenge

aims to provide a platform for young minds to showcase their skills on a global level

and get their professional career started with a high jump and bring in curated talents

to firms. 

CATEGORIES

Young Professionals
Category

Thesis Category Students Category

*Eligibility for all the categories is described further in below pages. The rewards

mentioned are for a single category and same will be distributed in all three. 



SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS

1. PDF Portfolio 
Selected work from Academic or Professional work should be combined into a

single portfolio of not more than 20 MB. 

A Cover page is required.

2. Resume Or CV 
Applicants have the option to either add a comprehensive resume or CV to support

their application. This can include education, applicable experience, and any other

supporting information (professional memberships, volunteer work, skills, awards,

etc.). 

  

OPTIONAL SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS

4. Cover Letter
If you wish to be considered for a job/internship at one of our esteemed partnering

firms, please add a professional cover letter. At the end of the competition,

applicants will be connected with firms. 

Cover letter should be a one-page pdf stating your qualifications. 

Declaration letter 
It should state that the submission is solely your work and free of plagiarism. And in

case there are any copied works found you are directly disqualified. 

SUBMISSION STANDARDS

Submission must be one digital document (PDF) no larger than 20 MB. 

Projects can be hand drawn, computer generated, and/or a combination of both. 



ELIGIBLITY

Young Professionals Category1.

Open to all fresh graduates or undergraduates from around the world.

Work Experience of 0-3 years.

Should have a degree in architecture/ Design/ Construction / Urban/ Planning

or related fields.

     2. Thesis Category

Open to all final year graduates or undergraduates from around the world.

Should be in their final year of UG or PG course.

Should have a degree in architecture/ Design/ Construction / Urban/ Planning

or related fields.

     3. Students Category

Open to all graduates or undergraduates from 1st to 4th year of the university

around the world.

Should be enrolled in UG or PG courses in architecture/ Design/ Construction /

Urban/ Planning or related fields.

EVALUATION CRITERIA

1. Fluency and Clarity of Communication                      

2. Imagination, Innovation, and Creativity

3. Concept 

4. Details and Presentation

5. Technical Competence

There are 5 evaluation criteria based on which participants are judged each

carrying 20%  



REWARDS

Each Category (of 3)

Winner: ₹30,000 + Certificate + Publication

Runner Up: ₹20,000 + Certificate + Publication

+ 2 PEOPLE'S CHOICE AWARD

Winners will get to reach high-end firms and on a successful association, you get

internship/hike opportunities.

*Top 30 entries will get detailed feedback on their resume and portfolios to improve

it further for their job and higher studies applications.

*All participants with submissions that are found technically complete by the jury will

be awarded a participation certificate. 

IMPORTANT DATES

Registrations open: 15th January 2023 

Registration deadline: 1st April 2023 12:00 GMT

Submission deadline: 15th April 2023 12:00GMT

WINNER RUNNER-UP 2 PEOPLE'S
CHOICE AWARDS



Is there a chance we can submit after the deadline due to some reasons?

We strictly recommend submitting the entry before the deadline. No entries would

be entertained beyond deadline. 

FAQ

Is it compulsory to submit Resume/ Cover letter?

The resume and additional work mentioned are optional requirements. The

competition entries will only be judged for the four design projects. Resume and

additional work are for the reference of Partner Firms for Job/Internship

opportunities.

Can we submit projects from a colleague/mentor?

We strictly deny plagiarism, and in the case of copied works, the participant would

be directly disqualified.

Can we work in a group?

It needs to be an individual submission.

What is the participation fees ?

The challenge is open and free for all to participate from anywhere around the

world.

For any further queries you can contact on - info@archslate.com


